Stoop

NEHI Community Land Trust Homes

Open Plan Ground Floor

Second Floor 3 Bedrooms and Bathroom

Email: info@ndc-md.org Web: www.ndc-md.org

Located in the 4X4
neighborhood in North
East Baltimore this newly
refurbished home has been
been completely remodeled.
It has brand new fixtures
and fittings including: a new
heating and cooling system,
new kitchen and plumbing,
new bathroom suite, new
windows and much more.

The North East Housing Initiative (NEHI) is a nonprofit
community-based housing organization dedicated to
transforming lives in Baltimore. The Four by Four neighborhood,
located in Northeast Baltimore, is comprised of 616 houses.
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SERVICES RENDERED
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Architectural Design
Architectural Renderings
Community Engagement
Neighborhood Plans
Graphic Design

ABOUT
Community Partners
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North East Housing Initiative
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Location
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1 - Garden landscape
2 - Refurbished stoop
3 - New Windows
4 - Basement - unfinished but potential for development
5 - Brand new eat in kitchen
6 - 3 Bedrooms
7 - New roof

Four by Four Neighborhood,
Baltimore, MD

‘Building community one home at a time’
When NEHI initiated the CLT, approximately 50 were abandoned,
vacant, and/or unoccupied when the CLT started. NEHI intends
to purchase many of these homes, incorporate them into a CLT,
then renovate and sell them over the coming year(s) stabilizing
the neighborhood and expanding affordable housing for
Baltimore residents.

We are a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization focused on changing and revitalizing North East Baltimore. We are dedicated to building change for Baltimore through community land trusts.

To find out mre please visit our website: www.nehihomes.wordpress.com
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BENEFITS
• Use of Community Land Trust to increase
homeownership and sustain neighborhood stability
• Developing a visual language for the outreach
materials that reflect community values
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